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Introduction 

Educational institutions and the corporate world are increasingly using web-based 

instruction (WBI) as a delivery mechanism for instruction, training, and assessment.  I believe 

implementing WBI is necessary for the ultimate survival of these businesses and institutions, as 

people around the world are becoming increasingly familiar with web-based tools and resources.  

It is important for these institutions to connect with new generations of workers and learners, and 

WBI is an excellent avenue in which to do this. 

!
General Scenario for WBI !

This WSI project will be implemented in a secondary Social Studies classroom and based 

in the Minnesota Social Studies standards.  The standards are very broad, so I have “unwrapped” 

the particular standard of interest into essential learner outcomes (ELOs).  The specific standard 

used in this project will address aspects of the Revolutionary War.  The Minnesota standard 

number is 9.4.4.17.1:  

Students will understand that the divergence of Colonial interests from those of England 
led to an independence movement that resulted in the American Revolution and the 
foundation of a new nation based on the ideals of self-government and liberty.  !

The ELOs for this project are: 

1. Describe the political and military events that caused some North American colonies to break with Great 
Britain, wage war and proclaim a new nation in 1776. (Revolution and a New Nation: 1754-1800) For 
example: Events—French and Indian War, Stamp Act.	
!

2. Analyze the American revolutionaries’ justifications, principles and ideals as expressed in the Declaration 
of Independence; identify the sources of these principles and ideals and their impact on subsequent 
revolutions in Europe, the Caribbean, and Latin America. (Revolution and a New Nation: 1754-1800)	
!

3. Develop a timeline of the major events and turning points of the American Revolution, including the 
involvement of other nations; analyze the reasons for American victory. (Revolution and a New Nation: 
1754-1800)	
!
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4. Analyze the arguments about the organization and powers of the federal government between 1783 and 
1800, including the debates over the Articles of Confederation, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights; 
explain the origins of the two-party political system and the significance of the election of 1800. 
(Revolution and a New Nation: 1754-1800) For example: Ratification debates—Federalists/Anti-
Federalists, full funding and assumption, Neutrality Proclamation and the Election of 1800).	
!!

 ELOs are benchmarks tied to the State standards.  They are developed by instructors to 

assure that students meet the standards set in place by the State.  These ELOs will be the basis of 

my project, with all of my activities and learning being based in the standard.  For the purpose of 

this class and its inherent time constraints, I will only be using a portion of the first ELO listed 

above.    I plan to utilize web-based resources as well as my school district’s textbook resources 

in my instruction.  There will also be a lecture component to my instruction when I teach these 

ELOs.  All of these instructional components can and will be adapted (if necessary) for use in my 

WBI project for this class.  

Problem analysis 

The world is becoming more competitive. Intelligent and efficient workers are in high 

demand and America industry looks to our nations schools to provide these workers.  American 

industries expect their future employees to possess the skills and knowledge to be effective 

workers.  The problem lies in the performance of our nation’s students—according to the 

research, they are falling behind the rest of the world in many standardized tests that measure 

academic proficiency. 

 The instructor for this WBI unit will address the problem mentioned above as it manifests 

in the social studies discipline.  More specifically, the instructor will address gaps in student 

knowledge that pertains to the reasons that North American colonists decided to separate from 

England and its policies. 
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Actuals, Optimals and the Problem: 

Problem Statement: 

American students’ academic performance is falling behind their counterparts in other 
countries.  Industrial leaders have expressed concern that future generations of the 
American workforce will not have the skills needed to compete in the global economy.  
Political leaders have developed comprehensive academic standards that students must 
attain before graduating.  Poor academic performance has placed increased pressure on 
instructors to deliver the concepts and related information necessary for students to 
successfully meet these standards. !

Symptoms of the Problem 

One symptom of this problem is data from recent standardized test results that shows a 

deficiency in student knowledge and comprehension when compared to other industrialized 

nations around the world.  Additionally, some industries have voiced concern regarding 

preparedness of new workers entering the workplace. 

!
Root Cause of the Problem 

Among the postulated “root” causes for this problem are teacher ineffectiveness, lack of 

administrative support and lack of effective student engagement.  Many point to inadequate 

educational funding as a root cause of this problem. 

!

Actuals Problem (Gap) Optimals

Learners with little knowledge 
of the subject matter.

Learners lack the knowledge 
of core information mandated 
by the State.

Learners with adequate 
knowledge of information 
State standards.

Learners unprepared for 
American workforce.

Lack of skills and motivation 
to perform required work.

Learners who are prepared for 
American workforce.
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Appropriate Solution for the Problem 

Instruction is an appropriate solution for this problem, because this is a social and 

academic problem.  Compared to all other public institutions, our nation’s education system has 

the biggest social and academic influence on our nation’s young learners. 

WBI is a logical solution to this problem.  The standards and required rigor that social 

studies students are expected to attain and demonstrate are all possible using WBI.  Note, the 

institution, instructor, and the learners must possesses the necessary tools to make WBI a viable 

instructional option.  In addition, the instructor must possess the skill set to facilitate WBI. 

!
Instructional Goal Statement 

Students will be able to describe the social and political events that caused some North 
American colonies to break with Great Britain, wage war and proclaim a new nation in 
1776. !!!

Instructional Context Analysis 

Infrastructure of Detroit Lakes Alternative Learning Center 

 The Detroit Lakes ALC is the sole occupant of the third floor in a large building shared 

with the Detroit Lakes Community Center, the Holmes Theater, and a few other small 

businesses.  I am fortunate enough to have the school’s computer lab my classroom, which 

affords me an increased ability to embed technology into my instruction.  Below is a detailed list 

of the items located in the computer lab, and their capabilities: 

• 10 Macintosh Mini computers, each connected to 17” Asus monitors   

o All computers are hardwired into our districts network server  
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o The speed of the internet varies, slowest speeds are in the early afternoon 

o All computers are capable of running virtually any web-based program 

• 10 Apple iPad IIs 

o All connected to the internet via high speed wireless router located in the lab 

• GoPro camera 

o Can be used to record lectures and create projects 

All staff and students have a school registered Gmail account, which includes Drive, Docs, and 

other Google Apps for Education.  Staff and students are encouraged to utilize Gmail and Google 

Drive to share documents and collaborate with each other on projects. 

!
Technical Support Staff 

The technical support staff for the school district is available at a moments notice.  

Though there is no in-house technical support staff, I have never had to wait more than 30 

minutes for a technician to arrive in my room.  For the most part, technical support can be 

executed remotely via phone or through software connected to the school’s server. Technical 

support services are available to all staff and students in the district, which is necessary when 

conducting WBI. 

!
Personal Support Staff 

 Administrators at the school have always supported my endeavors in the classroom and 

in continuing my education.  This is another instance where I am very fortunate.  Most important 

to this project will be the district’s educational coaches.  There are 4 educational coaches 
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employed by the school, all of whom are effective former teachers.  These instructional coaches 

are busy, but they always find time to assist teachers.  I have grown close to these colleagues 

over the years and I am able to email or call them any time I need their help.  If they don’t 

respond immediately, they always respond to me the same day. 

!
Allocated Personnel for my WBI Project 

 I am a State-certified instructor, capable of executing WBI in the current setting at the 

ALC.  I hold an undergraduate degree in Social Studies Education from Minnesota State 

University at Moorhead, and am an expert in multiple subjects within the social studies 

discipline.  I have been well versed in computers and technology trends for 25 years, with my 

lineage tracing back to my education at the Cyrus Math, Science, and Technology Magnate 

elementary school.  I have led professional development discussions about educational 

technology use on numerous occasions, and I was named the school district’s technology 

representative for the ALC building in 2013.  Lastly, I have had the opportunity to present best 

practices in technology seminars on numerous occasions across the state of Minnesota over the 

past two years. 

 I will also act as the instructional designer in my WBI project.  My accredited 

background in said field consists of no more than 1 masters-level IDT class through the 

University of North Dakota’s distance learning program.  My unofficial background in 

instructional design is more diverse, as I have concurrently created curriculum for 3-4 social 

studies classes every semester of my career as an instructor.  My brief exposure to the field of 

IDT has helped me identify my strengths and weaknesses as an “unofficial” instructional 
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designer—which is very important.  I now know when to ask for help from an instructional 

coach.  I will utilize the instructional coaches, as needed, throughout the development and 

implementation of my WBI project. 

!
Learner Location and Technology 

 All learners will be located in my classroom, unless they work on the project in their free 

time at home or at the library.  The classroom has all the necessary technology to effectively 

conduct this WBI project.  If working from an off-site location, learners would only need a 

computer with Internet access to complete the tasks involved in the WBI project. 

!
Learner Characteristics 

Prior Skills, Knowledge and Experience 

 I am aware of the existing skills possessed by the intended learners for this project 

because I have instructed the majority of the student population that attends the ALC.  The 

student population is exceptionally diverse, as the children come from families of all 

socioeconomic backgrounds, and they all require alternative educational programming compared 

to the traditional classroom setting.   

Many of these learners struggle with mental illness and subsequently require additional 

attention and support to achieve academic success.  Other students do not suffer from mental 

illness but rather need emotional and social support in their lives.  Motivation levels vary from 

student to student, though the majority of students lack motivation in an academic setting.  A 

sizable number of this student body also has trouble paying attention to instruction at times.  I am 
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well aware of these motivational and attention deficiencies and will attempt to address them as I 

design the WBI project. 

Learners in this project have had experience with technology in elementary school and 

middle school, so their familiarity with technology is exceptional.  This familiarity with 

technology gives these learners a commonality I can utilize using WBI.  I can provide additional 

technical support needed by learners, as they will be located in my classroom.  Any technical 

problems beyond my scope can be brought to the district’s technical support staff in near-real 

time during the school day and most likely get solved in a matter of minutes. 

 All learners at the ALC have a lot invested in their enrollment at the school because it is 

often their last viable option to graduate high school.  This truth can be leveraged while 

designing my WBI project, though it’s influence usually manifests itself in the classroom.  Facets 

of my WBI project will cater to the variety of needs the student population possesses.  For 

example, I will not include lengthy readings in any of the activities.  I will include technological 

tools that support reading and word recognition when students are required to read any amount 

of informational text. My hope is that this extra attention to learners' needs will promote more 

investment from the learners.  

!
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Learning Task Map 

!
!
!
!

1 Students will be able to describe the political events
that caused some North American colonies to break

with Great Britain, wage war and proclaim a new
nation in 1776.

1.3
Paraphrase the Declaration of

Independence using modern vernacular

1.2
Cite the unpopular regulations imposed on

colonies by King George III

1.1
Connect the social and political revolutions in England

to their influence on American independence

1.2.1

Describe the
Proclamation

Act

1.1.1 Interpret the
effect of the

Glorious
Revolution

on the
colonies

1.1.3
Relate the Great

Awakening to its effect
on the colonies

1.1.2 Summarize the
influence of the

Age of
Enlightenment

1.2.3.1 Describe
the Sugar

Act

1.2.3.2 Identify
the Stamp

Act

1.2.2
Discuss

the
Quartering

Act

1.2.3
Explain the

various customs
duties enforced
on the colonies

1.2.5 Breakdown
the

Intolerable
Acts

1.1.1.1
Identify the

English Bill of
Rights

0.1.1

Understand the
relationship between

England the North
American Colonies

0.1
Understand how

social and political
movements in

England affected the
North American

colonies

1.2.3.3

Analyze the
Tea Act

1.2.4
Summarize

the
Townshend

Acts

Created using Inspiration® 9 by Inspiration Software®, Inc.
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Task Objective Assessment Blueprint 

(This is the preliminary blueprint for the TOAB.  A completed version is included later in this document.) 

!

Brady Baxter’s Draft TOAB for American History!!
Learning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task Item Objective Outcome Level!
(Bloom’s)

Assessment Item

1.0 Students will be able to 
describe the social & political 
events that caused some 
North American colonies to 
break with Great Britain, 
wage war and proclaim a 
new nation in 1776.  (Derived 
from goal statement)

! Evaluation- 
describe

1.1 Connect the social & political 
revolutions

Synthesis- 
connect

1.1.1 Interpret Glorious Revolution Application- 
interpret

1.1.1.1 Identify English Bill of Rights Comprehension- 
identify

1.1.2 Summarize Age of 
Enlightenment

Comprehension- 
summarize

1.1.3 Relate the Great Awakening Synthesis- relate

1.2 Cite the unpopular 
regulations

Comprehension- 
cite

1.2.1 Describe the Proclamation 
Act

Knowledge- 
describe

1.2.2 Discuss the Quartering Act Comprehension- 
discuss

1.2.3 Explain customs duties Comprehension- 
explain

1.2.3.1 Describe Sugar Act Knowledge- 
describe

1.2.3.2 Identify Stamp Act Comprehension- 
identify

1.2.3.3 Analyze of the Tea Act Analysis- 
analyze

1.2.4 Summarize Townshend Acts Synthesis- 
summarize

1.2.5 Breakdown Intolerable Acts Analysis- 
breakdown

1.3 Paraphrase the Declaration 
of Independence

Synthesis- 
paraphrase
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Implications on Design !
 Students taking part in my WBI project will have access to powerful technology and 

technical support.  They will also have access to instructional support, as I will be in the same 

room as the students during the WBI project.  That said, the students will have the opportunity to 

use sophisticated web-based tools to assist in learning the subject matter. 

 As the facilitator of this WBI project, it is vital not to take any previously held knowledge  

(of the learner) for granted.  Though there will be adequate technical and instructional support at 

the learners disposal, the learner management system (LMS) and related procedures must still be 

thoroughly explained to the learners.  To satisfy this inherent deficiency of knowledge, I will  

provide a tutorial at the onset of this project that covers the basic functionality of the LMS as 

well as the basic expectations I will have of them regarding Internet use.  This tutorial will 

include short video segments, screenshots, interactivity amongst the group of learners and 

checkpoints for understanding.  It is important to note I will also be providing realtime support 

during this tutorial, as I will be conducting my WBI in the same room as the learners. 

 Once basic functional knowledge of the WBI tools is established by each learner, 

instruction will truly begin.  The learners in my WBI project have substantial emotional, social, 

and educational deficiencies—albeit some more than others.  To effectively instruct these 

learners, I will include support staff when needed, including counselors and special education 

instructors in my district.  There assistance is necessary to make sure I am meeting all the needs 

of the learners (especially the marginalized learners).   
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 I will use a wide range of instructional strategies to convey the actual content of this WBI 

project.  In using these different strategies, I will employ various learning materials and primary 

sources that will ultimately make up my instruction.  These materials and sources will be 

presented to learners in many ways, including (but not limited to) audio and visual clips, 

pictures, and other multimedia. 

 Lastly, based on the instructional content analysis and the LTM, I will chunk my 

instruction into 3 major sections, and multiple sub-sections of instruction.  Including the sub-

sections, these 3 major sections of instructions will each take 1-2 days to complete.  In addition, 

a comprehensive assessment of students knowledge will occupy a days time.   

!
Design Approach 

 Due to the compressed nature of this summer course, I have chosen to use the concurrent 

design approach.  This allows me to begin designing, developing, and evaluating the project 

upon completing pre-planning activities. 

 The preplanning process will employ my IDT 580 instructor Dr. Adrienne Salentiny as 

supervisor, whom must approve the project.  My principal Lisa Weber must also give approval of 

the project in the preplanning process. 

 I will be both the instructional designer and the instructor on my design team.  Some of 

my many responsibilities will include conducting instructional design reviews, reviewing 

content, and performing the actual instruction.  Other content experts from my school district, 

including instructional coaches Pam Daly and Rob Neilson, fellow social studies teacher Terry 
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Eiter, ALC Director Peter Lundin, plus various technology and technical support experts are  also 

part of the design team and will lend efforts throughout the development of this project as well. 

 Lastly my students at the Detroit Lakes Alternative Learning Center, the target audience 

for this project, will be asked to assist  by completing end-user reviews. 

!
Tasks Team Member Required Duties

Concurrent Design:!
Preplanning Tasks

Preplanning Activities Dr. Adrienne Salentiny!!!
Lisa Weber!!!
Brady Baxter

Approves WBI plan as part of 
IDT 580 class.!!
Approves projects for Detroit 
Lakes ALC.!!
Develops timeline and overall 
planning WBI.

Concurrent Design:!
Design Tasks

Write objectives Brady!!!
Pam Daly

Develops objectives from LTM, 
modifies objectives.!!
Assists in the development and 
modification of objectives.

Write assessment items and 
tools

Brady!!!!
Pam Daly

Determines assessment tools 
needed and develops develops 
assessment items.!!
Assists with development of 
assessment items.

Cluster objectives Brady Separates objectives into chunks 
for WBI development.
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Create WBI strategy sheet! Brady!!!!!!!
Rob Nielson!!!
Technology Expert!!!!
Expert and End-user reviewers

Determines appropriate 
instructional and motivational 
strategies for WBI.  Evaluates 
instructional strategies for 
congruence with TOAB.!!!
Assists in selection of 
appropriate media for WBI.!!
Assists in evaluation of 
instructional strategies for 
congruence.!!
Reviews instructional strategies 
and provides feedback.

Concurrent Design Stage:!
Development Tasks

Identify potential media Brady!!!
Technology Expert

Determines appropriate media 
for project.!!
Consults with ID about feasibility 
of media for project.

Create flowchart and storyboard 
lesson for use in LMS

Brady Reviews design plan for 
structure and sequence.  
Converts instructional and 
motivational strategies to 
storyboards.

Structure storyboards for use in 
Edmodo LMS

Brady Makes any necessary 
conversions or changes to 
structure of storyboard, in order 
to function within parameters of 
Edmodo LMS.

Create website for WBI project in 
Edmodo LMS

Brady!!!!
Technical expert

Designs interface and prototype 
development.!!!
Provides assistance as needed.

Convert storyboards to Web 
Pages in Edmodo LMS

Brady Completes storyboard 
conversion to Web instruction.
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Test website Brady!!!!!!
ALC Students

Performs quality control on 
website, tests links and 
navigation, load speed; tests 
sites browsers, versions and 
computer systems!!
Identifies errors for revision.

Troubleshoot technology Brady!!!
Technical expert

Fixes errors discovered through 
web.!!
Provides assistance as needed.

Conduct evaluation of 
instructional quality of WBI

Brady!!!!
Dr. Salentiny!!!!
ALC students

Conducts trial runs of instruction 
and provides feedback, including 
completing assessments.!!
Evaluates quality of WBI, 
assigns letter grade for the WBI 
project for IDT 580.!!
Participates and reviews WBI 
and provides information 
strengths and weaknesses.

Prior to Implementation stage

Major plan approval and sign-off Dr. Salentiny, Lisa Approves WBI for class project.!!
Approves WBI for Detroit Lakes 
ALC.
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WBI Timeline 

WBI Project Timeline

Task Person(s) 
Responsible

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

Conduct Preplanning 
Activities

Brady, Dr. 
Salentiny, 
Lisa

Projected         
Actual

Write Objectives Brady Projected         
Actual

Write assessment items and 
tools

Brady Projected         
Actual

Evaluate objectives and 
assessment items

Pam, Terry, 
Peter

Projected         
Actual

Cluster and sequence 
objectives

Brady Projected         
Actual

Create WBI Strategy 
Worksheet

Brady, Pam, 
Rob, Tech 
Expert

Projected         
Actual

Identify media Brady Projected         
Actual

Evaluate instructional 
strategies and media 
selections

Rob, Pam, 
Peter, ALC 
students

Projected         
Actual

Flowchart and storyboard 
lesson for use in LMS

Brady Projected         
Actual

Structure storyboards for use 
in Edmodo LMS

Brady Projected         
Actual

Evaluate flowcharts and 
storyboards

Pam, Rob, 
Peter

Projected         
Actual

Create website for WBI 
project in Edmodo LMS

Brady Projected         
Actual

Convert storyboards to Web 
Pages in Edmodo LMS

Brady Projected         
Actual

Review Edmodo website and 
WBI

Rob, Pam, 
Peter, ALC 
students

Projected         
Actual

Conduct evaluation (test 
website and instructional 
quality of WBI, troubleshoot 
technology, test)

Brady, Rob, 
Tech Expert

Projected         
Actual

Final WBI project due Brady, Dr. 
Salentiny, 
Lisa

Projected         
Actual
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Objectives and Assessment of WBI !
*This is only a portion (1/4) of a larger unit. For My WBI, I will using part one, which is comprised of 

learning task #1 (subtasks 1.1-1.3). 

!
Learning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task 
Item

Objective Outcome Level!
(Bloom’s)

Assessment Item

1.0 Students will be 
able to describe 
the social & 
political events 
that caused 
some North 
American 
colonies to 
break with 
Great Britain, 
wage war and 
proclaim a new 
nation in 1776.  
(Derived from 
goal statement)

Upon mastering all objectives 
(1.0-1.3, including all subskills) 
students will be able to describe 
the social & political events that 
caused the American 
Revolution.

Evaluation- 
describe

What revolutionary 
ideas did John Locke 
have?  How did his 
ideas influence 
American colonists?

1.1 Connect the 
social & 
political 
movements 
and related 
events

Given information and the 
related instruction about 
political and social movements 
in England and the American 
colonies, students will connect 
each movement to its affect or 
influence on American 
independence.

Synthesis- 
connect

How did political and 
social revolutions in 
England push 
American colonists 
toward fighting for 
indepedence?

1.1.1 Interpret 
Glorious 
Revolution

Given information about the 
subject, students will identify 
the impact Glorious Revolution 
had on English society and 
interpret this impact as it related 
American colonial society.

Application- 
interpret

How did the Glorious 
Revolution  promote 
individualism in 
colonial America?

1.1.1.1 Identify English 
Bill of Rights

From reading selections 
assigned in their textbook, 
students will be able to identify 
the English Bill of Rights.

Comprehension- 
identify

How might the 
English Bill of Rights 
influenced American 
colonists’ demands 
for independence?

Learning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task 
Item
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1.1.2 Relate Age of 
Enlightenment

After gathering information from 
a video clip online, students will 
understand the effect of the Age 
of Enlightenment, and be able 
to relate how it affectively 
fostered the movement for 
independence in the American 
colonies.!

Synthesis- relate How did Ben 
Franklin spread the 
message of the 
Enlightenment to 
American colonists?

1.1.3 Describe the 
Great 
Awakening

Upon learning from the 
textbook and the other available  
sources, students will be able to 
describe the social effects of 
the Great Awakening including 
its emphasis on individualism, 
and relate it to the overall 
colonial feeling of 
independence at this time.

Synthesis- relate Describe how the 
Great Awakening 
undermined 
allegiance to 
traditional churches 
by promoting 
individualism, and 
identify the impact 
this had on the 
movement for 
colonial 
independence.!

1.2 Cite the 
unpopular 
regulations

From readings in the textbook, 
students will be able to cite 
each of the laws enacted by the 
English government that 
angered American colonists.

Comprehension- 
cite

Using a word bank 
plot each of the 
following laws in 
chronological order 
on a timeline: 
Proclamation Act, 
Quartering Act, 
Sugar Act, Stamp 
Act, Tea Act, 
Townshend Acts, 
Intolerable Acts.

1.2.1 Describe the 
Proclamation 
Act

Using selected readings in the 
textbook, students will be able 
to describe the Proclamation 
Act.

Knowledge- 
describe

Describe how the 
Proclamation act 
affected American 
colonists.

Objective Outcome Level!
(Bloom’s)

Assessment ItemLearning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task 
Item
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1.2.2 Discuss the 
Quartering Act

Given web-based literature and 
information from the textbook, 
students will be able to identify 
the Quartering act, and discuss 
its effect on colonial society.

Comprehension- 
discuss

Create a short movie 
script that displays 
the how the 
Quartering Act 
affected the daily 
lives of American 
colonists.  As a 
class, discuss what 
popular actors you 
would choose for 
each character in 
this movie and why 
they would be most 
appropriate in their 
role.

1.2.3 Explain 
customs duties

Using information from selected 
text in the book and from online 
sources, students will be able to 
identify the various customs 
duties imposed by the English 
government and explain why 
they angered American 
colonists. 

Comprehension- 
explain

What problem did 
American colonists 
have with taxation 
without 
representation?

1.2.3.1 Describe Sugar 
Act

Using web-based and textbook 
sources, students will be able to 
describe the overarching effect 
of the Sugar Act.

Knowledge- 
describe

Describe why the 
Sugar Act affected 
so many goods.

1.2.3.2 Identify Stamp 
Act

Given selected readings from 
the textbook, students will be 
able to cite the English 
government’s rationale behind 
the Stamp Act.

Comprehension- 
identify

Why did the English 
government decide 
to impose the Stamp 
Act?

1.2.3.3 Analyze of the 
Tea Act

Upon searching approved 
website resources, students will 
be able to analyze the Tea Act 
and describe the subsequent 
“Boston Tea Party”.

Analysis- 
analyze

For what reasons did 
the Boston Tea Party 
take place?

1.2.4 Summarize 
Townshend 
Acts

From the textbook, students will 
be able to identify laws that 
made up the Townshend Acts 
and summarize their effect on 
colonial society.

Synthesis- 
summarize

What laws 
comprised the 
Townshend Acts?

Objective Outcome Level!
(Bloom’s)

Assessment ItemLearning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task 
Item
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!
!

Major Topics of WBI !
 MY WBI unit will be made up of four main instructional sections.  Listed below, I will 

also include the learning task items by number within the description of each of the four main 

instructional sections.  I have included “catchy” titles for each of the four main instructional 

sections.  To assess the use and effectiveness of these titles, I have made a note to ask end users 

about the lesson titles as par of the formative evaluation. 

!
1.  Hail to the King: Before we begin- a refresher on English influence in North America (an 

introduction to the unit- a brief contextual analysis of unit, reviewing essential prior 

knowledge) 

2.  Fighting For Fairness: Connecting social & political movements to American independence 

(Objectives 1.1.1.1, 1.1-1.3) 

3. Crossing The Line: Citing England’s unpopular laws imposed upon American Colonists 

(Objectives 1.2, 1.2.1-1.2.5) 

1.2.5 Breakdown 
Intolerable Acts

Using information gathered 
from Internet research, students 
will breakdown the Intolerable 
Acts by identifying each 
individual Act.

Analysis- 
breakdown

Identify each Act that 
comprised the 
Intolerable Acts.

1.3 Paraphrase the 
Declaration of 
Independence

Given a text version of the 
Declaration of Independence, 
students will paraphrase the 
text using modern vernacular.

Synthesis- 
paraphrase

Paraphrase a portion 
of the Declaration of 
Independence in 
your own words.

Objective Outcome Level!
(Bloom’s)

Assessment ItemLearning 
Task 
Number

Learning Task 
Item
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4. Tell Me In Your Own Words: Deconstructing the Declaration of Independence by 

paraphrasing using modern vernacular.  (Objectives 1.3) 

!
As indicated above, the objectives are organized sequentially as they appear in the Topics.  This 

is by plan—I created the objectives in chronological order, prior to this process. 

!
Overview of WBI Design 

Orientation to Learning Instructional Strategies!
(Learners will be introduced to the WBI by the 
following:)

1.  Provide an overview • A welcome statement describing the importance 
of American independence.!

• A course description.!
• A short overview of the content of the units.!
• A photo and short biography of the instructor.!
• Ask learners to include their picture and a short 

bio as a part of their LMS profile.

2.  State the objectives and desired performance 
outcomes

• A course sylabus!
• The goal and main objectives of WBI are listed.

3.  Explain the relevance of the instruction • Discuss the value of freedom and independence.!
• Instructor will share modern scenarios involving 

independence, and relate those scenarios with 
the movement for colonial independence in 
North America.!

• Learners will partner up and discuss the 
alternatives to independence (for both American 
independence and modern scenarios).

4.  Assist learner recall of prior knowledge, skills, 
and experiences

• Learners will participate in an icebreaker activity 
to discuss their prior knowledge of the events 
leading up to the Revolutionary War.!

• This discussion assists learners in getting to 
know each other.
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!
Detailed Instructional Strategies for Topic 2 (learning tasks 1.1, 1.1.1.1-1.3) 

!
!

5.  Provide directions on how to start, navigate, 
and proceed through the lesson

• Text directions for using the LMS and other 
class-related website are included.!

• A link is provided to tutorial videos for the LMS 
and other websites used in this WBI course.!

• Learners will watch tutorial videos created by the 
instructor answer questions about their 
functionality.!

Orientation to Learning Detailed Instructional Strategies for Lesson 2: 
Fighting for Fairness: Connecting social & political 
movements to American independence 

1.  Provide an overview • A welcome statement and introductory 
Powerpoint presentation to Lesson 2 is 
presented.

2.  State the objectives and desired performance 
outcomes

• The main objective for lesson 2- Students will be 
able to connect the social and political 
movements that led to the American Revolution.!

• Other objectives relate to specific social and 
political movements.!

• Include text in discussion board of LMS 
describing main objectives of Lesson 2.

3.  Explain relevance of instruction • Learners will identify contemporary struggles for 
national independence and compare them to 
America’s struggle for independence.!

• Responses are sent to instructor as a message 
in the LMS.

4.  Assist leaner recall of prior knowledge, skills, 
and experiences

• Learners will recall reasons that colonists wanted 
independence from England.!

• Remind learners of the powerful shift in the 
mood of colonists!

• Share these reasons as a part of a synchronous 
discussion.

5.  Provide directions on how to start, navigate, 
and proceed through the lesson

• Directions for all assignments in Lesson 2 are 
posted in discussion board of LMS.!

• Refer back to Lesson 1 for tutorials and general 
directions.
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Instructional and Motivational Strategies for WBI 

I have chosen to include a standard set of strategies that will be applied to all lessons of WBI. 

Instruction on the Content (for all lessons in WBI) 

Instruction on the Content Overview of Instructional Strategies

1.  Present instructional content Each lesson will include:!
• Use of text-based lectures that also include 

audio and visual aids (Powerpoint 
presentations).!

• Use of synchronous discussions to synthesize 
presented information, including explanations, 
descriptions, etc.!

• Use of examples, including modern struggles for 
independence (and how they relate to America’s 
quest for independence).!

• Graphics such as pictures, graphs, diagrams, 
and maps.!

• Links to other useful informational websites.

2.  Provide Learning Cues • Remind the learners why colonists were enraged 
by “taxation without representation”.!

• Compare the unfair regulations imposed upon 
colonists to examples of unfair regulations 
imposed on learners in WBI.  Discuss as a class!

• identify the social and political movements 
leading the revolution!

• Determine the scope and meaning of the 
Declaration of Independence in historical context!

• Use of primary documents, and other visuals to 
support important concepts in lecture.!

• Relevant examples of concepts and ideas!
• Provide an assignment checklist to help learners 

organize due dates of assignments to keep 
learners from falling behind in WBI. 

3.  Present opportunities for practice • Assign practice activities for learners, including 
individual work as well as group or collaborative 
work.!

• Allow for sharing of ideas and other information 
to utilize the knowledge of peers.!

• Allow for learners to ask question of teacher 
using LMS messaging system.
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!
Instructional Strategies for Measurement of Learning  

!

4.  Provide feedback on practice performance • Instructor will provide feedback for specific 
assignments via the “Comment” feature in the 
LMS.!

• Inform learners to use messaging system within 
the LMS to ask specific questions of the 
instructor and their peers.!

• Instructor collects all works submitted by 
learners in the LMS, and returns them to 
learners with a grade and feedback.

5.  Provide review of and close the unit of 
instruction

• Instructor summarizes content following each 
lesson, and conducts a synchronous review of all 
material covered in each lesson using web-
based assessment games (such as Kahoot.it, 
Socrative.com and infuselearning.com).!

• Instructor will also provide text summaries of 
each lesson by posting them in the LMS 
discussion board.

Instruction on the Content Overview of Instructional Strategies

Measurement of Learning Instructional Strategies

1.  Assess performance or progress • Informal assessment tools will be employed to 
conduct formative assessments after each 
lesson in this unit.  They will include multiple 
choice, matching, short answer and essay 
questions.!

• A formal assessment will be conducted at the 
end of the unit, using the Edmodo LMS testing 
software.

2.  Advise learner of performance scores • The instructor will provide comments as 
feedback to the various activities assigned 
throughout the WBI unit.!

• Grades will be assigned in the LMS grade book, 
for each completed task or activity, within one 
week of completion, throughout the length of the 
unit.!

• A formative evaluation test will be used to 
determine the effectiveness of the WBI unit.  
Results of this test will be posted in the LMS 
grade book for students to access at any time.!
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Motivational Strategies 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Overview of the Motivational Strategies

For Orientation of Learning!
• Learners and the instructor will upload their picture and include a short biography in their LMS profile. !
• Use an icebreaker as one of the first activities in the lesson.!
  (help establish a sense of community and a sense of inclusion)

Instruction on Content!
• Permit learners to chose their own topic (approved by the instructor) to research in depth and write a 

brief essay about.!
  (develop learner attitudes because of relevance and choice)!
• Learners can share ideas in chats, threaded discussions, and instant messages!
  (help establish inclusion within learning community)!
• Lesson content will be in conversational tone.!
  (promote confidence)!
• Examples and scenarios will help learners connect course content to modern day issue of freedom 

and independence.!
   (create challenges to promote learner understanding, and establish relevance)!
• Instructor will model active participation and positive attitudes.!
  (help establish inclusion within a learning community and develop learner attitudes)

Measurement of Learning!
• Instructor will provide constructive feedback using emails and other available means of digital 

communication.!
  (continue to establish inclusion within a learning community and develop learner attitudes)!
• Feedback will be given throughout the WBI lessons and summative assessment will occur at the end 

of the unit.!
  (promote competence and develop learner attitudes)

Summary and Close!
• Learners will be applauded for their efforts at the conclusion of the WBI course.!
• Exceptional work will be displayed in the LMS discussion board for learners to see at any time.!
  (promote competence and develop learner attitudes)
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Storyboard for WBI 

 These story boards represent the following objectives: About this course, Syllabus, and 

WBI Topic 2.  Topic 2, Fighting For Fairness: Connecting social & political movements to 

American independence, includes objectives 1.1, 1.1.1.1-1.3.  This WBI unit is part of a much 

larger all encompassing curriculum that demands 2 semesters—an entire school year— of 

instruction.  The scope and depth of this topic require adequate time to learn the subject matter, 

and each learning task and subtask will require a sizable amount of work for learners to 

complete.  To prepare for the large amount of materials and subsequent instruction, these 

storyboards are also extremely detailed.   

 In the presentation of the WBI unit to my IDT 580 class, I plan to share these objectives 

only.  I also plan to share tutorials and instructional resources I have created.  The inclusion on 

the these items and the exclusion of the remainder of material was based on the amount of time I 

will have to present my WBI project in class. 

!
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Objectives/Concepts Text Summary Navigation/Sites Other

About this course Welcome to Mr. Baxter’s 
American History Class. !!
Click on the link in the 
discussion board to 
begin with an icebreaker 
activity!!!
This course is a general 
overview of American 
history.  Topics covered 
will range from the first 
Native American settlers 
and their eventual clash 
with European 
explorers, to modern 
day events in the 
post-9/11 era.  In this 
course you will learn 
about important 
American political 
policies and their affects 
on society, as well as 
the evolution of culture 
in the United States.  
Upon completion, you 
will know the triumphs 
and struggles that 
helped shape this great 
country into what it is 
today. !

Edmodo navigational !
icons!!
Link to icebreaker 
activity

Edmodo header image!!
Include appropriate 
graphics related to 
subject matter.

Syllabus The class syllabus is 
still being created.  A 
link to the syllabus can 
be found on the home 
page for this course and 
it will also appear in the 
site map, upon creation 
and approval.

Edmodo navigational 
icons!!
Link to syllabus in 
Edmodo Resources 
Folder and Discussion 
Board

Edmodo header image
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LT 1.1.1.1  Identify the 
important role the 
English Bill of Rights 
had on the future of 
America.!!
LT 1.1.1  Interpret the 
ramifications of the 
Glorious Revolution in 
relation to American 
independence.

Activity 1!!
Assignment 1:!
(From textbook)!
identify what the 
Glorious Revolution 
was.!
(From video clip):!
Identify components of 
the English Bill of 
Rights.!!
Assignment 2:!
Collaboration in small 
groups!
Discuss the reasons 
English citizens’ 
demanded the English 
Bill of Rights signed. !!
Assignment 3:!
Blog entry and response!
From what you’ve 
learned, make a 
connection between the 
English Bill of Rights 
and the Glorious 
Revolution, and 
American 
independence.

Edmodo navigational 
icons!!
Link to assignments in 
Edmodo Discussion 
Board and American 
Revolution Folder

Edmodo header image!!
Include appropriate 
graphics related to 
subject matter.

LT 1.1.2  Summarize 
the Age of 
Enlightenment.  Cite the 
influential people in this 
movement.  Connect 
this movement and its 
influence on the 
movement for American 
independence.

Activity 2!!
Assignment 1:!
(From textbook)!
Page 20- Complete 
questions from “People 
in History” reading.!!
Page 20- Identify John 
Locke and Ben Franklin 
and describe their role 
in the Age of 
Enlightenment.!!
Page 21- Answer 
reading check question.!

Edmodo navigational 
icons!!
Link to Assignments in 
Edmodo Discussion 
Board and American 
Revolution Folder

Edmodo header image!!
Include appropriate 
graphics related to 
subject matter.

Objectives/Concepts Text Summary Navigation/Sites Other
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

LT 1.1.3 Relate the 
Great Awakening to its 
influence on the 
movement for American 
independence.

Activity 3:!!
Assignment 1:!
From textbook:!
Page 21- Identify/define 
“Great Awakening” Type 
your answer to section 
review question #3 in 
your worksheet!!
Assignment 2:!
Watch video 
(Collaboration in !
small groups):!
You’ve all read the 
textbook’s account, now 
watch this video clip.  As 
you watch, type any 
additional information 
you learn into your small 
group’s shared Google 
Document.  When you 
finish, each group will 
present their findings.!

Edmodo navigational 
icons!!
Link to Assignments in 
Edmodo Discussion 
Board and American 
Revolution Folder!

Edmodo header image!!
Include appropriate 
graphics related to 
subject matter.

LT 1.1- Connect the 
social and political 
revolutions that led to 
American independece.

Quiz!!
Take the quiz to apply 
what you’ve just 
learned!

Edmodo navigational 
icons!!
Link to Quiz in Edmodo 
Discussion Board!

Include header image

Objectives/Concepts Text Summary Navigation/Sites Other
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Conclusion and Insights for Instruction 

!
 This particular topic in American History lends well to WBI, as there are ample resources 

available to create the WBI module.  It is important for future instructors of the WBI module to 

consider expanding on topics of heightened interest, as learning is most effective when learners’ 

interest levels are high.  It is also appropriate for future instructors to add relevant topics and 

materials to the WBI module if it is deemed necessary and if it will help to increase 

understanding of the topic(s). 

 The instructional resources that are included as a part of this WBI module should be 

considered equally important to other resources and materials.  In fact, the information conveyed 

in these instructional resources will be vital to the success of any future implementation of this 

WBI module.  Future instructors should seriously consider dedicating class time for learners to 

view and comprehend the information in the instructional resources.  An advantage of dedicating 

class time to these resources lies in the ability for learners to ask questions of the instructor, or 

their classmates.  If a learner-population is informed and well versed in the technology tools used 

as a part of WBI, their ability to succeed in learning increases dramatically.  In a related note, an 

informed and capable learner population will help the WBI experience go smoothly for all 

parties involved.


